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Abstract
Transition probabilities provide a convenient summary of changes in a
categorical tra,it over time in a popuJ.ation. The difficulties of
estimating such probabilities based on only aggregate data from repea,ted
sarupling are well known. lJe give here a method for augmenting aggregate
da,ta with haphazard recapture data, which can dramatically improve the
estimation precision of transition probabilities. The method requires a
rather high sampling fraction to provide sufficient numbers of recaptures.
It is based on a generalized nonlinear least squares strategy which yields
transition probability estimates preserving their natural pa,rameter space,
and which are asynptotically efficient. The asynptotic theory is given
under finite population sa,npling assunptions which are typical in practice.

1. fntroduction
The problen of measuring change over time, based on repeated

samples, in a, population parameter descriptive of a trait Z is an old one.

It is widely recognized (see eg. Cochran (1977), Lee et aI. (1977)) that a

better estimate of the change in the parameter is obtained if one can

measure Z on the gg4g units at each stage of sanpling ("o tha,t change at
the unit level is neasured), than if one can only measure Z in aggregate

samples of units at each stage. However, logistical constraints often
preclude tracking individual units through time, so tha,t aggregate sampling
for assessment of change is the best one can do.

For the ca,se vhere Z is a qualita,tive trait, we discuss here a,

strategy for estimating transition probabilities from aggregate data,
augmented by haphazard recaptures (i.e. units which haphazardly occur in
the samples at two consecutive stages of the sarnpling). Such augmentation



is motivated by the generally poor estimates which result from using on).y

the aggregate data. flowever, for such recaptures to be available in
sufficient numbers to be useful, the sampling fraction must be reasonably

high, so this stratery will not always be viable. Ve have applied it here

(see Section 3) to a situation with sampling fraction .2 with good results.
The paper is organized as follows. The method is detailed in

section 2. Tn 2.1 ne use a finite population sampling (/ps) framework for
defining transition probabilities relative to a time-homogeneous Markov

model. In 2.2 ue develop an estima.tion scherne by incorporating the fps
estimates of these paraneters into a. nonlinear regression model in order to
efficiently estinate the transition proba.bilities while preserving their
natural pa.rameter space. l{e then obtain the linit distribution of the

transition probability estimates as the population size y'f-oo.

Unfortunately the theory of the asymptotic distributions of nonlinea,r }east
squares estimates in our non-standa,rd setup was not available to the

authorst knowledge, and had to be derived. This is done in 2.5. An

example application is given in Section 3. Brief sketches of the proofs of
the nain theorems are given in the appendix. Complete proofs and other
details a,re a,vailable in the companion technical report Hawkins et aI.
(1995) (henceforth called IIHE).

2. llethods

2.1. The Tareet Parareters.
Ve adopt a f ps strategy. Let t= 1,'..,.1[ index the members of the finite

population of units under study. Let t=1,...,r index the sampling uaves.

Let Z be a, qua,Iitative trait with m)2 categories defined for each unit.
For 1 (i(m, 1et ZUi= 1 if unit I has Z -i a,t wave t, and otherwise be zero.

Finally define the mx1 vector ZoU= (ZUt,...,Zh^)7. (Note that Zot, is non-

random. )
Ve introduce a tine-homogeneous Markov model as foll,ows. Define the

mx1 vector paraneter

Z?t '

N

TLh,=#,



oljr* r =#,

1,...,r- 1 must satisfy (2.1),
E =(n;)z

z rt;.

rnodel (2.4) - i.e.
(2.3) is utilized

time homogeneity implies

(2.4)

(2.2)

the time homogeneous

in Section 2.4 to

,zltizl,t +t,i/#t

r-l N/Dr
1=11=1

r-1tt=11

= zTgont,

The ensuing methods assume

Markov model. The representation
construct estimates of the p::.

A few comments about (2.4) are in order here.

(1) Since we a,re using a finite population sampling approach, the qlts

whose typical element qhfi,1<d<m is the fraction of the population with

Z --i at wave t. Consider first a, more general time-dependent Markov model

consisting of the assertion that the sequence q ht,...,q h, satisfies
qoN,t+t=ET,t+tgfur,t=1"',r-1 (2-1)

for some mxm transition matrices lt,t+f bt;it*1,i, i=1,...,m). Model (2.\)
is vacuous unless there actually exist such transition matrices Et.t+t
defined in terms of relevant population quautities. To see that this is
indeed the ca,se, define

lr
D
-1

Then it nay be verif ied that (2.1) holds with o!i'* 1 defin.d by (2.2).
Thus, oli'* I represents the fraction of the sub-population satisfying Z=i
at wa,ve I, who subsequently satisfied Z- j at vave t*1.

The time homogeneity of the Markov model (2.1) consists "f o!!'*
being the sa,me for all t; i.e. ,!i'*l =zpij,t=!,...,r-1. If this condition
holds, then, it may be verified (see HHE) that p;i must have the

representa,tion .

pii
ITt
=1

z rtiz r,t + L, j z tt;. (2.3)

Since pU= pljt+\, t-
that (2.1) holds with

qh,r+r t=lr...rr-1.

lrt



are not, strictly speaking, probability distributious, so the p;its are not,
strictly speaking, transition probabilities. Ra,ther, since the q9t" a,re

summaries of the distribution of the (non-randon) trait Z in the population
a,t the waves t, p;i should be viewed as a summary measure of between-r.raves

movement across the values of Z at the popula.tion level. 0f course, the
pij'" are particularly effective measures of change, since by their
conditional nature they a,void problematic issues of unequal initial
distributions gt when cornparing changes across several study populations.
(2) The view of the n;i's in comment (1) above is in contrast with that in
other trea,tments of the aggregate data problen in the literature where (see

e.g. Kabfleisch and Lar.lless (1984)) the sequence {ZU;rl=1,...,r} for unit I is
assumed to be stochastic, specifically a, realization of a, Markov chain

governed by a tra,nsition matrix of probabilities pij common to a conceptual
population represented by unit l. The essentia,I difference between views

(1) and (2) is modeling at the population level (.. in (1)) rather than at
the unit level (as in (2)).

To a.void linea,r redundancies in our estimation ma,neuvers, rrre can

restrict to "sufficient pa,rts" of the pa,ra,meters. To this end, define { 1 as

the (m-1)x1 vector conta,ining the first m-l elements of q?. Similarly,
m-l

for i= 1r...,rR let pT =@;f,...,pi,m-l) (recalling that p;^-t- .l-n;).j=l

2.2 The Estina,tion Schene

Standard approaches to the problem of estimating the pij't from

aggregate data are based on (2.4) with estima,tes plugged in for the g1's

(see Lee et al (7977), Kabfleish & Lavless (1984)). These methods either
fail to constrain the pij'" to their na,tural parameter space (Kabfleish &,

Lawless (1984) ) o" fall short of offering statistical properties of
resulting constrained estimates (Lee et aI). In either case the estimates
perforn poorly - see Lawless & Mcleish (1984).

The approach here uses a. reparameterization of the pij' to preserve

their parameter space, yielding a nonlinear model in the new parameters 9U

in place of (2.4). The model is then augmented (io the Goldberger - Theil



sense of combining information) with the "reca,pture" estimates of the p;its:
for which an asymptotic expectation model in terms of the B;j'= may be

formulated. The augmented model parameters 0;j are then efficiently
estimated by generalized nonlinear least squares (gl"), using an efficient
weight matrix derived under our fps assumptions. Delta, method

approxinations are used to produce the covariance matrix of the estimated
p;j'"

The remainder of this section defines the key features of the nonlinear
model described above. Details of the estina,tes involved are given in
section 2.4. In this direction let 8r, t = 1,...,r denote the estimate of gt

and let 0; denote the estimate of pi,i=|,...rn.
The augmented reparaneterized nonlinear model has the form

Y={@;A*)+e, where (2.5)

Ir,l (r-r)(m-r)xr
t-l=ll'
LYz_l m(m-1)x1

lu{p;g.l (r-1)(m-r)x1
_tl-l 

io'u, | -r--1),.rLJ

"',g.Tlr ("(--1)x1),

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)
part representing (via {r) the

model (2.4), the second part
transition probabi Iity estimates

'It:]

E

^tq =[er,

Y'=At* 4= [Q1"-rX--r)x(--r;!

Yz=1ff , -.-2|lr @(^- t) x l)
Thus model (2.5) has two pa,rts, the first
aggregate estimates in Yt in terms of
representing (via the nean function 4z) ttre

Y2 from the haphazard recaptures.

11"-r;1--1)],= ['i:-l ,

Lerl



The mean functions {1Q;!*) and t2Q) involve the reparameterization of
the pij' in terms of 9,=(9n,...,9I,*-1,g21,...,92,*- 1,..., 

gmL,'..,9^,*-t)T
(^(^ - 1) x 1) as f oI lows :

n;i=p;i(Q1=elii1t{f'"u'r1, LliSm-1, 1(i(m. (2.10)
t=1
m-l

Clearly O S priQ) S 1, .t- n;/il S 1 for each i and
j=l

m-7
n;^(9) = r/F+'t-ePd&J.

l=1

, {lt=

Ftrt

F ttz

Frt,^-

(2. 11)

(2.12)

(2. 13)

41,"-1 I

rtr;(p;Q*) =.I.irjei{9), r1t Sr-1,1<i< rn-!-
j=L

Also, getn*(^-1) is an uncouatrained parameter.

To get the eleneuts of {1@ ;i*), write

4rr

En
t1(9;i*) -

and then write out the right side of (2.4) in scalar form to get

This part (from aggregate data) of model (2.5) arises essentially by

plugging estimates of the q1's into both sides of (2.4). The justification
for casting this part of the model in the form (2.5) is that the difference

_jt = I 1- E1@-1;0*)may be considered as being approximately multivariate
normal with zero mean if model (2.4) a,ctually holds, based on f ps centra,l

limit theory (see Lenma, 2.3 in Section 2.5.3).
The "recaptures" part of (2.5) (I2 and EZ$D is justified as follows.

The estimate ?; of p; may be considered to be approximately multivariate
normal with mean p; and variance matrix Var (9-) by virtue of fps central



limit theory (see Theorem 2.7 of Section 2.5 .2) . Thus. if r.'e def ine

{zt

[2G)

T_'lt-
Let

that

Izz rzt 
=

n

'2kl
:

2krm-

, and

r
I

I

I

I

I

r
Ez*

Fzri{B)= npi(2),t <r 3m,L< j 1m-r (2-74)

with p3i(f ) given bv (2.10) , then {z(9) i" the asymptotic mea,n of Y2 eo long

a,s (2.4) holds. The fact that g 1 and 92 =Yz- YzQ) are approxima.tely
jointly normal supports sui tably r.reighted least squares as an estimation

strategy. However, compensa,tion for the "random regressor" .e 
*itt 11 will

need to be nade if an a,synptotically optimal generalized lea,st squares

estima,tor QCrc is to be constructed; see sectiou 2.5.3.

2.3 The Sanpline llesign

Since this directly impacts the form of the natrix Var(Y), t. detail our

assumptions here.

Briefly, we assune that at wave l, ve select a simple ra,ndom sample of
size nt, where nt is determined in advance. Further we assume that the

samples at waves t and tt are independent if t+{. Let fr=nrfN denote the

sampling fraction.
In more precise terms, for wa,ve t define ra,ndom indicator variables
1 if unit I is selected in the sample and ftt = 0 otherwise, I = 1,"',ff.

we assume that f ltr=rr,
l=l

l,lt and that 41, =nt/N.

These assumptions are reasonable in our application in section 3r but

in principle the methods discussed here could be ada,pted to other sampling

designs (..g. unequal olt'", correlated sampling indicators across waves'

ay= E(Ip) be the design proba.bility. Then

f1, and l1t1t a,re independent for tf t'and aII



For brevity such extensions are not considered here.

Estinates_dqaudq;

ZnIua'=tl
where ZTr=(ZUt,.,.,Zlt,*-t). Then under our assumptions in
the sampling process, 01 is (design) unbiased for g t, lrith

?ar(Qr)=+(1 -f )#1_1
.tr

T
=1

ilt

Qu-|.)@ ,r-i 1)r r,

= frtr - f 1){Dias@t) -9.0-T} ,

which requires tha,t the sanpling fractions.fl be either known or ignorable.
By virtue of the independence of the flr's for distinct tr Ot and 0{ a're

independent if t*t', so Var (0*)= Diag(Var@t)zt- 1,...,r) and Var (Y)=4
var(Q\A?.

In view of (2.3), a na,tural estirnate o1 pii t" Fij - R;i/D;, where

,trt
=1

z rtizr,t + L, jIrtl r,t + r and

etc. ) .

2.4 The

Let

va{Q) = #t -t,4ot

A consistent estimate of Var(Q) is

(ZH-q.)(26-q )r.
1

(2. 15)

section 2.3 about

covariance matrix

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2. 18)

r-1.
Rii= I {"r"r+1)-1- t-l I

r-L If
,r =,!r(" tnt + t)-',Lr, url ttl t,t + t .

It is easy to check tha,t.lf..R;; and.lf.D; aree respectively, unbiased for the

numera,tor and denomina,tor of pij in (2.3). (This is the rea,son for using

the divisor ntnt+t/N, whch is the expected number of recaptures, ra.ther than

the observed numbet rrltg*r of recaptures, vhich is a randon variable.)
Def ine ? ;=:(?n,.."ii,^-t)T , which naturally estimates p ;. The

F;,i=|,...,n will be arranged in the Y2 - component of the data vector in



model (2.5) as shovn in (2.9).
developed in section 2.5.4.

and

and

Estimates of Var(Y) and cov (YyY) are

Since the data will typically be available in some summarized form (

not in terms of the indica.tors Zp;), r./e now give the sample estimates fr;
F;; in terms of summarized data quantities.
The marginal aggregate data (for the Ott") may be arranged into the form

of Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Marginal Aggregate Data. Frequency Table

nt=

3-t ti- number of sanpled units

vi1"h Z =i at wave I

0f course, for 1St< r, il=[0t1,...,i1^77, with frr=/ti/\.

The recapture data may be arranged into the forn of Table 2.2.

'Dfrt
d=1

ff
D zn;In=
l=1

Value of
i=L

lrt "' fr^



Table 2.2 Transition Data from Haphazard Recaptures

vave
pair

f=1
Z =t at wave t,

Z=j at wa,ve t*1

l=m
Z =m at wave l,

Z- j at wa,ve l*l
I
L (r,t+1) t+1 j=l m =1 m

1

t

-1

(1,2)

1r,r+r;

(r-1,r)

t2

t'l + 1

r-1.r

^Lt z"11

:

-t't *,r1 
1

,

-r-1,"11

"i:,;

"l:^*t

,l;1"

L,Z -L, Z
r;l "mm

i
,.t+1 _t,r+lml "mm

r-1,r --^ -r-1,rml rtmm

'ij
,.I

ii

Ett

itt
"l

Rl^

Ft*

'ml
D

MI

R*m

i*^

Here

Ar

"l'|+ 
t = I zui zl,t+l,i llt ll,t+1= number of recaptures for wave pa,ir

'r t7t
(t,t+l) which had' Z =i at wave i and Z- j at wave l*1, and

mm
nt,t+l =.t .D."'o!'*' is the total number of recaptures in the data for

i=Lj=L

wave pair (t,t+f). The Rij'" are the weighted column sums

r-1R;j !("r"r+1)-t"lr'*- 1=1
m

equal .I.ooi.
J=L

, and F;i= R;1/D;. The quantity D; may be shown to

10



2.5. The Asvnptoticallv Ootinal Nonlinear Least Squares Estinate of p and

its Asvnptotic Distribution
2.5.1. The Asvnototic Framesork

To obtain an asymptotic theory for the finite population sampling

model, we must make assumptions about the behavior of certain population

quantities as the population size l{-oo. These a,ssumptions a,re to some

degree artificial, but serve as rough guides to the data requirements

needed for reliable results.
Ve assume the following of the finite population trait vectors Zon= ZoNU

as -lf*oo:

(A1) ZoNr=t+ f Zontr-Z!, a finite vector , t=1,...,r.-'l=1
.N

(A2) *LL tZo*,t-Zopt)Qorn-Zonr)r-ll, a finite natrix, t : r,..-,r.-'I=1

(A3) The wa.ve sample sizes
It * "'-F l, = 1 and t,y**, but
r
I ", -'lr).t=l

a l.l
(A+) ni(ofN-a.

(A5) The marginal wa,ve vectors {!! 1,"',q r- 1} span R- (so r" - t2m must hold) .

?
For later use let 9Nt=rntnt+1/N and cn=D,cNt.

t=1
In regard to these assumptions, (A4) implies (actually nore than) tha,t

the expected nurnber of repeats between waves t and t*lr which is n1n, a1/N,
is O(nz*lN)*oo.s ff-roo. This is a necessary assumption if the p;ts are to
be approximately normal. Assumption (A5), which is needed for both the

consistency a,nd asymptotic normality of the nonlinear Least squares

estimator, is discussed (essentially) in Kabfleisch and Lawless (1984). It
implies that if the popula,tion is near a stationary distribution, then the

methods discussed here will not work.

nt, 1lt(r, satisfy n1 =n1r'.11 , where )t)0,
ny/N-}, a,s lf-oo. ( Note tha,t this implies

11



2.5.2 Asvnptotic Nornalitv gt the Basic Estirna,teg

Since the result is used in the sequel, and is of interest in its own

right, we first obtain the asymptotic joint normality of the components of

Y in model (2.5). 0f some note here are the different rates of convergence

of the Y1 and Y2 components.
put WT, =li",v.T-). (Note.*.-2N-

asymptotic results.) It wiIl
(1 < t S m) ?; of Yzx in the form

r-l
Er= Ig-1

t-- L- Nt

r-1
Di= It=1

Let

1111
9n = Blockdiag {ni, !m-lr. ..,n8, lm-1r f * I^-r,...,0-'* !^-r},

m - times

A, +g n(*a), oi -J3i E(#P,), s- -rJ,!L r'(g;)

(a,Il assuured to exist), and set p: =e'./D: .

,P*T r"'rP*TfT '-1 -m

Under model (2.4) and assunptions (A1)-(A4),

I
E n{W N - qf.}3lr(9',tw) as l{-oo'

for some p.d. covariance matrix fry.

the addition of the subscript If for these

be convenient to write the ;th component

?;= &;/D;, where

N

D zn;Zr,t+r Itt It,r1L,
l=1

N
--1 \i1 ry r tnN, 

,4 
ztt;'lrrl,r+1 '

Let w* = [g 
*t

Theoren 2.1.

The exact form of f.w is of no interest, since we shall never

scaling matrix 4,r,' gives the different rates of convergence of
estimate {" and the transition estimates p;.

-N

use it. The

the aggregate

T2



2.5.3 The EstiEate of P and its Asyoptotic Dietribution

There are several complicating fa,ctors. First, the asymptotically
optiural weight matrix (for gls) depends on the random regressor gi, i" model

(2.5). Second, the sampling process assumed here (/pa) is not the usual one

(iid sanpling) assumed for nonlinear least squares distribution theory, so

the arguments needed to get the asymptotic distribution of the nonlinear

Ieast squares estimate are non-standard. Finally, the "data," vector ! in

(2.5) conta,ins two types of estinates: aggregate and transition estimates,

which converge at different rates as ff-oo.
The following general theorem accomodates these issues, and provides

the framework by which we will establish the limit distribution of the gls

estimator. The theorem generalizes a, corresponding result in Ka,bfleisch

and Lawless (1984) for the linear case and common convergence rates.
Theoren L2 Consider the model

?_r= t(tn;Qr)+z "

where i,. ir sx 1, f;r, is sx a, Qr is ux L, En is sx 1, and

8r, Zn and i2 are ra,ndom matrices satisfying (as n*oo)

G) XrLErtn\Q., vhere E, C are constant and satisfy G. -f(E;td;

(ii) D&n4""(g,8.), where E.("xs) is positive definite (p.d.) and, Qn is an

sxs diagonal matrix of scaling sequences (not necessarily all the same)

such that there exists a real sequence ho)0, hn-} for which hn Bn-B;

(iii) rank = o, where@i@;,d)

o-
L@;D is the
differentiable) .

sxu 0 - Ja,cobian matrix

define

13

of (assumed suitably

9,Further, for arbitrary sxs p.d.



sa4) =t!-n- [6,;q)rLTgB-"tt n- f (&n; Q)]

and let 0n satisfy conditions (iv) and (v) belov:
( iv) #sq (0.n) - Q r or equivalently,

- [(Xn;Q\=I-

Q) 0n4Qr a,s r+oo.
rhen {r'(e)=: i'fry;AilATgEifg,g-r) i" p.d. and

h; 1 (0n- QpLx oe.,tey;g)) .. n+oor

atrl - -n
I'(X";0")B-AQB "[t"

Further, if g = E.-lrthen 0n is optina,l (io the sense that

t97;q-\!-a; T;11 is positive semi-definite for all p.d. q and

l,(0f ; D; tl - A- t(I.-t). The asymptotic optima.lity continues to hold if
Gt-1

Q = Le-', u consistent estimate of Lr-'.
To apply this result in the present setting let

s-dim( )=(r*rn-lX*-1),v=m(m-l) and let Q (sxs) denote an arbitrary p.d.

matrix. The corresponding gls estima,"" 0 e of p in (2.5) satisfies

^ /^\
0 e=org^i, SNW-), where, with

1

E x = Blockdiag { n'*I 
^ - r,,

where t(Q7 ; Q) = A - \ql ir f g ; Qd Er gD'gAi @ ; Qfl tU -' @).

r-1 blocks m blocks

s1,,(g ) = : "; 
1{r 

N - E(g_t gir)}rlT,git Nty. N- EQ; giv)} (2. 1e)

is

!N

XN

of squa,res function. l{e shall apply Theorem 2.2 vit'h

;e ir)' 0- = 9., LT= g-7, u = dim(f ),

the error sum

,loo4
=;I/ ^,1{ 

= ;--rY Lrl
^* P *

- :q 
^.+q 

' - :

,G

E,

(2.20)

(2.27)

L4

111.t- ,- t-"',n'*L^ - t, !-w L^ - p"',s til-j,

f-6 u;il = ,I(E



o.I^_1'...r0 .I^_)
m blocks

EN=: 9N=YN-EQ-r; qli,

D = Blockdias{I^- 1r...r lm-rt
r - I blocks

1 l.land hp1=nfi'to. (Here the convergences in (2.20) and (2.27) hold, under

(2.4), as consequences of Theorem 2.1.) In Lemma, 2.3 below it is shown

that these qua,ntities (as defined in the present setting) satisfy the

conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theoren 2.2. Thus, for any fixed p.d. weight

matrix Q , any consistent minirnizer of S N@_) in (2.L9) (which via
differentiability will necessa,rily satisfy its condition (i")) will be

asymptotically normal per Theorem 2.2. The consistency of 0 n is a,lso

established in Lernna 2.3.

Lemma,2=3 Under conditions (A1) - (A5) and model (2.4),
(.) D*E*LN"(0,D") a,s tfroor where

I. = g(W.)LlwLrir(W*),

-+ -+
L = DO f-- r,Q = Diag(\1 ',...,)" ',LI),

!g7 and, W' are as in Theorem 2.1, and

A4-#fr(?r;c') I
oqN

i(ry.) =

f-(- - r)

( b) rone{! #,Br;g-)} = u = m(m - L).

G) QeN L E, a's ff*oo.

result of

15

Thus by Theorem 2.2 ve have the rnain this section.



Theorem 2.4 llnd,er conditions (A1)-(A5) and rnodel (2.4), for any p'd. weight

matrix Q, Aqt mininizing (2.19) satisfies
1l'r^ - t

"'1,!' @_ A N - gT)3lr0,l p(p_ 7 ; Q)),

where, vith t =t@ 7;q 
*) and MQ)=tr|rq|t,

Corollarv 2.5
asymptotically

Q, satisfies

is s,lr _l Llr L/12/= €-l sr s 'I and Err i" ,*r.
I LL2 L22 |L- I

\{ith g=8.-1(o" a

optimal gls estinatu 0 N,

consistent estima.te of it) ' the

defined u" 0 ..nr with this choice of
- ultr

r -'l

lEt' Ei,1 F*
ltir'thl ' LtL
L- J

L sQ.r,Q) - M-'tQltr srQD,QEia-'(9).

"rJz tQ N - p-1')9n10, r, @- r; L.- t 
) ) , where

I p@ y;Eu- l)=ti'EE,-raij-r 
-- {tT Eiri,i - t,

f -1_ZJe is uxu and tr -ttT,tTl.

Corollarv 2.6. t{ith Q =L, the ordinary least squares (ols) estimator 9_ tfV

satisfies

"{2@ r N - p.r)4n1g r s@ y; LD, where

r B@y;I) = u -L tntrl'\,Et w- 1u) 
= (irrir) -riTE trirtif,irl- 1,

It is remarkable in Corollary 2.6 that the asymptotic covariance matrix

of the ols estimator ?I.lf is the same a.s it would be if the "recapture" data

were left out of the Y- vector in (2.5)! (The residual variance matrix
S r ri L a t/\ n! - rL'

Ln involves only the Y1 component of Y). 0f course this covariance

16



E,rE;rtEfil-'.Dir

matrix applies only as the rnatri* D;D (i... as the ratio t7,7/ny-0), which,

for aII the nr's being equal, is the same as the sampling fraction (,Sf)

nrfN-}. In fact, the Monte Carlo results in Section 2.8 show that for.S.F's
of 57, \07, or 2O7,, the ols estimate 31p dr.tu,tica1ly out-performs the "no-
recaptures" estimate. This may be attributed to the .9I being too far from

zero for the limit result of Corollary 2.6 to apply. l/hatts more, we found

that the covariance natrix of Qrn, is much better estinated by repla.cins E
bV liv in Corollary 2.6 tha,n by using the f ina,l expression which omits E.

Interestingly, the asymptotic convariance ur.atrix of the optimal gls

.aestima,tor F1y in Corollary 2.5 depends on the recapture process only through

the matrix Eir, which by a partitioned matrix inverse formula. satisfies

=(Irr-
0f course, E' is the inverse of the conditional covariance matrix of the

prediction error by the marginal component !r, given the recapture data !2.
Although this observation may have some intuitive merit, it was aga,in found

that a better estinate of the cova,riance ma,trix of A.* wa,s obtained by

replacing E Av Dx in Corollary 2.5.

2.5.4. Estimating E.
The a,symptotically optimal weight matrix D. i" given in Lemma 2.3 as

D.=ify.lllwLrir(ry\. Here Lw is the asymptotic covariance matrix of

"-*tW*-ry*}. 
For estimating E. we shall therefore replace lg by the

matrix !p Var (Vflf-y, which itself must be estimated. Na,tural estirnates

of ! and i(g,-) are obtained by replacing ), by nlfny tn 
I, 

and bv replacing

g* by ffu and 9f bv Qw ( the consistent ols estimate) in a(p*).

Nor.r the matrix Var (I{1') form

var€ir)."y(efu
oy"g fu,Y-2y) var(I

has the

,f zr)'l

2N) l
Var(I{ry)=

L7



The rnatrix ,o"(Q'|y) i s given fol loving (2.1,7) wi th a consi stent estimate

provided bv (2.77).
The derivations of Var(YZlf) and coa@|n, Y2ry) are long and tedious but

straight-forwardr so only the basic ideas and final results are given

here, along with the basic idea for obtaining consistent estimates.

Complete details are in HHE.

var(y)=u"f,::l ," a matrix of (m-1)r(*-1) blocks, where the- ' 
Lu-l

(i, j) block is cou(i ;,? ), | 3i, j <.m.

Nos for L!i!m, f ;= &;/D; ia a ratio of random quantities. If ee

def ine g:Rm*Rrn- 1 by g@y,...,tm)= [gt(o),. ..,9m-1("))1" =lx1/xm,...,tm-1/r*JT ,

then 0 i=g (&;,D;), so we ca,n use a delta method approxima,tion. Vriting /n
as the Jacobian of g and setting F;=E\RT,D;1, we ha,ve

coo (? i,o i=oll2;-Eli.ILa j-E?. jr]os{tgi@r,D;)-c_@.i)Jtc_@ j,D j)-s_@))r}

I

l

where
t-
IW..=l_ rt 
I

L

(2.22)

Thus, our approximation to Var(Y2) has (t,i) block ts@;)ly1lTfAl. Ve need

only compute F; and lA".

direction let 9ih= zzprzr,t+ 1, so that

Then straight-forward calculation gives

In this

uo=,dr"i
.lr

Drt u""'l't + 1'

* "{tt,,{:;-#;1 } {',,0,f:,, -::ll = rs(, )w ;irr (v ),

cov(& t& i)

coo(D;,& i)

coa(& i,D i)

cou(D;,D i)

18



E(&;) = c ;1rE(I1rI1, r + 1) = T rt,t Tr irt,t = i'Ifl)t=lT';i T

where et= f tf t+r and tffl) =,t,
Nt
-1

g ilr, .td

nt+t(nt+t-1)
--rvIF=)--

,
-ei

z?@) = i,

r-Ltt=l
sa
2- c I'It
t

zlw)

IT

E Z\t,

n=,{*1 
,

op1-'f t7s|
t=l I

and coa(D;,D i)

ff
D
=1

zohl rtl r,t + r, so

N
D z?tnUrrrr. r * rJ =
=1

coo(&;,&)= E[&i-Ee;Jt&i- s& j)r = F E t Dturn'ifr,*,r,yr,,
wherelt(tt

g1'79 yyM1t,({ =

I=l',t=ttzer(l-e)

l*l'rt=ttz

It-t' l>1, all l,l': 0

tt=t-l,I=l': #r#\J - eft-!

t'=t-r,t+r' ffi H H- eft-!.

Similarly, defining D =[Dt,...,D*]T and

'Dz?tut=I

is the (i,j) element of

19



var (e) = E{tp - Epltp - Eptr} = T ? ? Tui, 
zfyMp,y1,.

Finally, the matrices cou(Di,&i) are submatrices of

coa(p,& j) = E{tp - EntR j- E& jr} = ? T FFztplt,t 
Mu,r,t,.

From (2.8) and (2.9), the (r-1)(m-1)xm(m-1) matrix

coo(Y yY Z) = cov(Ag* , Y 2) = A cov@* ,Y 2)

and

(2.23)

cot @*,Y ) - E {lQ* - Eg.*lly, - ny zlr}

has block structure with (f,i) block (L1t<r, 1<i<m)

E ti= tcor@1,? ;)=81@t- E9.il9.;- EEiJr\ o E{@-t- EErlte(& t,Dt) - c-Qilr}

t t &;_ E&,.l _l
* rl re t- El.t\rt s(y,,| ;: _ r;' l,t IL ro]l
- E{g.t- Eg.rll(n 

o - E&;)r ,oo- ED;)]L[ @t)

=lcou@1,&;) i. co,@1,Di)uT (p;)=rgfl) i gl?)u-[ta,), say.

Nov since 8 t=lL--t i Q^-fl 9?= rBg2,

g[]) = coa(Bio1,,&l)= Ecor(Ql,&l)= BAlt,

say, where for f ixed te{l,..., r - 1},

7ot;= 
' 
E{[g ?- EfrlfA;- E&;]r]



_1-\t
Nt( =1

Nt
-1

fu;] a;,,, z?t eT,t +sfi,tt-{(t-1>1) Eiil,zou nT,r -r}.

r.lhere

Eln,= if l=l': "t0-ft)

if lfl'z r, lffit
and

E;fi, = if I - ltz er-r(l- /r)

if l+ltzer-, Iffi:.
Now define gni to be the column vector in Rm with entries aII zero

position i, which is one. Then t""Ul? in Q.23) r w€ have

cou@1,D;) = coo(881, e[o;D)

= Bcoo@l,D)9-*; and.

"oo@l,p) - E{[g.i- og.?yp - ED]r]

=+ t
I
t
t'

{otrt Elrt, z?, ztfr +n.il,lr-1/(t-1> t) E;fi, zop zofl-).

Consistent estimation of E. comes down to consistent estimation of

Var([rg), which reduces to such for Var(Y-2ff) and coa(Qly,Y2y) since Var@ly)

is consistently estimated by (2.t7). Var(Y2*) and coa(Q*n1,Y2y) can be

consistently estima,ted, under rnodel (2.4), via the following approach. The

ba,sic idea is to express the varia,nce formulae in terms of certain
popula,tion fractions which, under model (2.4), have representations in

terms of the marginal probabilities {1; and the transition probabilities f;i.
Then fr; and the consistent ols estinate ?;i=f;i(?;) *.V be pLugged into the

resulting expressions to yield consistent estimates.

To estimate Var(Yr) it is clearly enough to estimate J o@) and Wij

except

Et? =

2l



given by (2.22). A consistent estimate of lnjr) is JsQ.) where ET=

t&ufrrl and 8; and fi; u"" defined as 4; and D; with 9191 replaced by nt,t+t.
For Wij, all four of the component subma.trices depend on the constants

Mlt, l,t,which depend on the sampling fractions /, at each wave i. Since these

are usually known only roughly, a simple approximatioo fulr,ltrt to Mk,l,t,is
obtained by replacing (afc assumption (A3)) terms like (n1 -l)/(N -I) bv f t, so

that

9111 9trJ1t futt,lt,= l=l',
t*t"
aI1 l, l',

l=(,
t*t"
I =ll
r*t"

t=ttt
t=ltz

It-t' | > 1t

tt =t*l:
tt =t*lz
tt - t-Iz
lt =t-l:

er(l - e)

0

0

e1(ft+z-et+t)
0

elUt-r - tr-t)
0

The upper

given by

Ieft subnatrix of Wij, with Mh,1'r, replaced by M 1y yr,, is

Nt
lt _

c i1Ply1, fu h,t,t,

,fr It,It'e orrzltt

r-1t
1 l'=1

lr!

lrt
-1

r-l r-1=tt
l=1 tt=l I

r-1-r_L
t=1
r-1-s
l=1
r-2

+F,.L
t=l

r-ltl=1

/rrtl=l
Ntl=l
Ntl=1

fu tt,tts iHsTH *,t
+t

/[t
=1

fr lt,tt'g ;rreltt',l

fr rr,rrn iusTk

fu tr,t,r+ 1 {s iHsTtJ + t *s tt,t + f ftt} ,

the third equality foJ.lowing since M H,lr, = M lt,,lt for

It-t' | >1. Toward consistent estimates of (2.24) and

(2.24)

(2.25)

tt'tt a,nd, futr,lr,=0 if
(2.25) by the above-
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noted scheme, note that frIrr.rrr does not depend on l, so definu dNft,=Nfult,lt,.
Then (2.24) equals (writing 5;j as the Kronecker delta)

iio",,14
N
D
-l

z tuz ttiZ 1,1 a (T,t a )
r:l . iL i,

= 6;iDd.,,r,r {#I z n;z t,, + fif,, + J't=l -'l 
= I

r-1
= dl j I- d N rrDiag {r';t,. . ., r';,- _ I },'t--l

where rfj = fraction of the population in sta,ge i at wave I and in stage ,L at
wave t + I . Under the Markov nodel (2.4) , ,tft = Qfipik, so the a,bove-noted

method gitFjz. consistent estima,te of (2.24). Similarly (2.25) ma,y be shown

to equal D dryr,r+ ,,{g^-r,ilo';irr.,.,atii,--r]T+["];r ,...,atji,^-riT eT-t,;], where

olti= t".it=ito of the population in sta,ge i at wave t, in stage k at wave

t + 1 and in stage j at wave t +2. Under the Markov urodel (2.4) ,

olti=Qtip;kprir so the proposed scheme provides a consistent estimate of
(2.25).

The corresponding representa,tions of coa(fl7D) and coa(D;,D) in (2.22)
are

i-l
cov(& ;, D ;) x 6r; I d p rr[r!1,.. ., rt;, 

^ - r)Tt=l

l-,' ' I l- ,l-r_2 -t liir d-;r I I rit
*Lr",,,*t{l i 'l*lpit,--t "1"i,--j L o

r-1 r-2
coa(D;,D;) x 6,rI dnttlt;+2I dxt,tqt t;i.

t=l t=L

0

_t
'irm-1

ol
I

'l
0_l

\ u^,,

These results provide the consistent estimate of W;l in (2.22),
for Var([).

To obtain a consistent estimate of coo({r,f), it is enough

and the ensuing conputations) to estirnate Qi; and cou(Ti,p). But

be expressed (with a,pproxinations Eiti = 6tt, "t0 - f ) and E;;, = 6rr,

substituted for ,Eirr, and El,l,) as

and hence

(bv Q.23)
these m4y

et-{r- f t)
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"-l)e

+ /(t > 2) 8t -\;

Pt

0D: - .t

-0--::.---

coo(Q l, D) =,t- r 
1t - 7 r\{o;os1q

So the proposed method works here as well.
Unfortunately, i. may not be p.d. in general, due to the piece-neal

construction of Var (I{7y). This causes problems in implementing our method

on a, nonlinear regression package which on! does ols ca,Icula,tions, since

one needs to obta,in the square root of E.- 
t to do generalized least

squares via ols in the transformed model. Ve remedied this problem by
e y the p.d. matrix i-=riTi-1t72, where the square root isreplacing Ll. bV the p.d. ma.trix ee-\ee 4€ _

x ,,t- 1(1- /,){11 5
^;Qt;fP;r," 

', Pi, - - tl

0l
- _,1 ),
o-J

i) + r(t > 2)lr Dias(r i-')).

the eigen-square-root. This seems justifiable since L, has the same p-
.\3Irmlt as cloes )._,.t €'

:
2.6. Lack of Fit Testine

It follows from Corollary 2.5 and sta.ndard

Q=D.-1 .nd QCrc denoting the corresponding

theory that, with

estimator of 0 ,

X|,Or=rrySy(0 675) has approximately the x?-u
(2.4), where s = din (Y)=(r*m-1)(n-1) and

statistic is, of course, just the value of the

the generalized least squares fit of (2.5) using

obtained.

2.7. Sone Renarks gg Conoutine

Computation of the asymptotically optimal lp and its covariance matrix

in Corollary 2.5 requires
1) the ols estima.t" F f N
2) the estimated optimal weight matrix i..

The ols estimate 0 7 can be obtained by any standard nonlinear least squares

program. Ve used SASt s NLIN procedure. The estimate i. requires

distribution under model

u=dim(/)=m(m-1). This

error sum of squares from

-lq=\lt, so it is easilY
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considerable pre-processing of the ba.sic data, estimates. lJe used SAS's Ilfll
procedure for this. Given E., we transformed model (2.5) by

multiplicatiou by the inverse of the eigen-square-root of Ie, and then fit
the resulting urodel using NLIN. By this method, the estimate given by NLIN

equals ? OrS, and the covariance estimate computed by NLIN equals the

estimated covariance matrix in Corollary 2.5. AIso, the Iack of fit
'-,statistic XLO, comes out naturally as the error sum of squares. The IIIL

procedure is then used following NLIN to compute the GLS estimate i{GLS) ot

the n;its via, (2.10), along with their delta method covariance estimate. A

SAS program to do these computations is ava.ilable from the first author.

2.8. Ionte Carlo Studv

To verify the asynptotic results a,nd to investiga,te the sensitivity of
the performa,nce of the estinates to the sampling fraction, a Monte Carlo

study was performed. The design parameters werez m=4 categories for Z

and r=8 sampling waves, initia,I distribution qf=(.40,.10,.05,.05)? and

transition matrix

p

.80 .10 .05

.05 .50 .40

.05 .05 .50

.05 .05 .20

TabIe 2.3(a) shor.rs the results of 100 Monte Carlo repl.ica,tions for
population size ff= 1000 and consta,nt (from wave to wa,ve) sarnpling fractions
of 707, and 2O7,. Tabel 2.3(b) shows similar results for r'f = 10,000 and

sampling fractions of 57, and 10%. Displayed in these tables are the gls and

ols results for estimating f using the ha.phazard recapture da,ta, and also

(ir, the column headed "No Recap") the results of ols estimation (ana.logous

to Kabfleisch & Lawless (1984)) r.rhich does not use the recapture data.. The

columns headed ttAve Esttt and ttMC se" are the average and standard deviation

of the 100 Monte Carlo estimates. The column headed "Est se " is the

square root of the average variance estimate, obtained from the asymptotic

variance matrix of p for the given method aud subsequent appJ.ication of the

delta method.

.05-]

.05 
It..ro 
I

'to I
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Looking at the Monte Carlo results, one sees that the gls estimator only

modestly out-performs the ols estima,tor (of course this depends on g? and

I), but both of these estimators dramatica,lly improve on the no-recaptures

estimator. Also, the estimated standard errors are sufficiently close.to

the Monte Ca,rlo standard error estinates to be reliably used for standard
ttnormal theorytt inferences.

Table 2.3 goes here
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2

rbb 2,e Monte Carlo Rcsults for EEtimating the Traneition Matrix

) l{ = 1,000

af =101fr af '20%

GLS OtS No recap. GLS OtS No Recap.

Fararfifrue Ei;-Tiffii lffiL lve il[e- 1T;, mru ffii IYe mc

Value Est 8.e.t E.e.' EEt. s.e.t s.e.r Est. g.e.t Est. s.e.' g.e.r Est. s.e.t s.e.t Egt. 8.e.'

Prr '80

Pv '10

Prs '05
Pn '05

Pzz 's0
PZs '4o
Pst 'o5

PsZ .05
-P33 

'50
Pa 'o5

-Psz .05

'Pas '2o

tines 100

2.9 3.1 .78

2.7 2.5 .10

2.9 2.7 .06

7.2 9.1 .O7

11.9 13.3 .46

l{.1 13.E .39

5.6 6.7 .O7

6.1 6.7 .fi|
12.2 11.7 .46

5.3 5.9 .O7

5.4 5.7 .ffi
10.2 9.4 .22

3.3 3.t .71

2.9 3.7 .14

3.1 3.9 .06

8.1 11.1 .27

13.8 19.1 .OO

1.r.8 lE.7 .€
6.2 9.O .O7

5.4 8.1 .15

11.5 13.9 .25

a.2 7.9 .06

5.1 7.O .t2
9.9 11.3 .37

6.7 .80

3.8 .10

4.8 .O5

3n..t .o5

15.1 .49

ixt.2 .42

12.3 .O5

l6.E .O5

24.7 .5{}

9.4 .05

11.4 .05

22.5 .20

1.9 2.O

1.6 lE
t.7 1.9

{.1 4.O

7.3 8.2
7.1 E.1

3.O 33
2.9 3.1

6.1 5.9

3.0 3.2

2.7 2.9

5.O 4.7

.76 5.{

.14 33

.o7 1.2

.25 28.6

.11 16.0

.37 gl.1

.o5 9.6

.19 17.3

.25 24.4

.(x 6.0

.o9 10.9

.41 23.8

.E0

.10

.05

.06

.44

,44

.o5

.06

.45

.(xt

.o7

.23

t.5
1.5

1.5

3A
6.5

6.5

2.7

2.7

5.9

2.4

2.4

4.9

t.6
1.5

l..l
3.6

6.2

6.7

2.5

2.E

5.3

2.7

2.6

4.4

a{}
.10

.fit

.o5

.50

..lo

.05

.05

.49

.06

.(xt

.20
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r) tY = 10'000

8f -5% sf =l\Vo

GLS OLS No Recap GLS OLS

True Ave MC Egt fi'etffi--Tiffieffiffit
aram Value Est s.e.' s.e.' Est 8.e.' S.e.' Est s'e.' Est s.e.' s'e" Est s'e" s'e'

4.3 .80

2.7 .10

3.8 .05

22.8 .05

L7.L .49

32.0 .4L

7.4 .05

14.2 .05

29.1 .50

5.3 .05

10.8 .05

2L.7 .20

No Recap

ffi
' Est s.e.'

.78 4.2

.r4 2.5

.05 3.7

.r7 21.3

.14 16.6

.52 29.9

.06 10.0

.22 15.1

.26 26.4

.03 5.1

.05 7.1

.36 20.t

l1

t,

13

2L

,,'

23

31

32

23

{l

12

.13

.80

.10

.05

.05

.50

.40

.05

.05

.50

.05

.05

.20

.80

.11

.05

.06

.47

.42

.06

.05

.4E

.05

.05

.2t

1.4

1.6

1.5

4.7

8.6

8.8

3.5

3.3

6.8

3.4

3.0

4.9

.88

.84

.81

2.3

3.9

4.0

t.7

1.8

3.4

1.6

1.6

2.7

.80

.10

.05

.05

.50

.40

.05

.05

.50

.05

.05

.20

1.1

1.0

.95

2.1

4.7

4.9

2.0

2.4

3.5

L.7

t.7

3.2

i.1

1.0

1.1

2.4

4.9

4.9

1.9

1.9

3.6

1.8

1.8

2.9

1.6 .80 1.8 1.9 .77

1.5 .10 1.8 1.9 .t4

1.5 .05 1.9 1.9 .05

4.8 .06 5.1 5.7 .20

7.8 .48 10.1 10.3 .13

8.0 .40 9.5 10.3 .46

3.5 .06 4.1 4.5 .04

3.6 .05 3.5 4.2 .18

6.9 .48 7.r 7.6 .32

3.0 .06 3.8 3.9 .04

3.1 .05 3.3 3.6 .08

5.5 .2r 5.1 6.0 .32

.95

.84

.70

1.9

4.2

4.3

1.8

1.8

3.4

1.5

1.6

3.2

: times 100

/x



3. Exarnple Aoplication
3.1 Backeround and llata

The data, shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 were collected as part of a CDC-

sponsored study of the potential benefits of an intervention program

attempting to modify sex- and drug-related behavior toward preventing the

spread of the AIDS virus. Behavior was measured in terms of a composite

index of several attitude/action criteria. (see Di Clemente et al (1985)).

This index ie here termed "stage", and has four possible values (the higher

the stage, the better the behavior):
Stage = 1r rn€&rs pre-contemplative (i.e. not thinking about changing

beha,vior)

= 2r m€&Ds contenplating making a change in beha,vior

= 3r lreans ready to make a change in behavior

= 4: r€&ne maintaining change in behavior.

This component of the study, which targeted self-identified intravenous

drug users, wa,s conducted in two geographically disjoint study areas, each

consisting of several squa,re city blocks in Long Beach, California. One

a,rea, designated the "fntervention" a,rea,r r.las subjected to a variety of

intervention efforts, ranging from billboards, pamphlets and posters to

visits by social workers conducting va,rious educational discussions. The

other area, designa,ted as the ttComparison area", underwent no study-

sponsored intervention. The comparision a,rea served as a, control, to allow

an assessment of the benefits of the intervention, over and above the

"background" AIDS - related information at large in (and hopefully

consistent across) both study a,reas.

The study Haa conducted over a period of about two years, and consisted

of repeated surveys (o" waves) in each study area, at roughly six-week

intervals. Each survey wave was conducted by one or more interviewers

standing on street corners. The survey design called for interviewing
every fifth person who was willing to be interviewed. Since the survey Lras

rather long and necessarily dealt with sensitive personal information, a

$5.00 payment wa,s made to respondents a,s an incentive to participate.

Efforts were nade to prevent people from participating more than once in

each survey wave. However, although they h'ere not intentionally sought
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out, people occasionally were sel.ected for interview in consecutive wavest

possibly due to the monetary reward for participating. These haphazard

recaptures provide the transition data shor.'n in Tables 3.1 (b) and 3.2 (b),
which wa,s used to augment the aggregate data shown in part (") of these

tables.
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 go here

3.2. Analvsig Besulte
Table 3.3 displays the transition probability estima,tes based on the gls

estimate "t P. (recall Corollary 2.5) based on r=8 waves and m=4 response

ca,tegories. Standard reca.pture estimates of the sampJ.ing fraction r.iere

about 20%, so the estima,ted standard errors were deemed trustworthy in view

of our Monte Carlo results. The lack of fit statistics (each on 21 d/) were

30.2 and 35.7, respectively, for the intervention and comparison areas'

suggesting that the Markov model fit rea.sonably weII.

Table 3.3. Transition Probability Estima.tes from

Long Beach AIDS - Prevention Study

Intervention Area Compa,rison Area

1

1

1

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

Looking at Table

unacceptably la,rge

.06

.oo

.07

.01

.54

.20
,25
.10
.02
,70
.18
.05
.03
.37
.oo

3.3, one sees

for some irj.

8.e.

.07

.11

.08

.02

.72

.15

.13

.03

.42

.04

.03

.04

.04

.07

.06

that the

Ilowever, for

30

,t?", ^(GLS\pij

.46

.08

.42

.04

.27

.28

.29

.16

.17

.06

.76

.00

.00

.02

.52

.45

s.e.

.04

.07

.02

.13

.11

.13

.08

.04

.03

.05

.04

.01

.08
1.,

.16

2
3
4
1

2
3
4
1

2
3
4
1

2
3
4

standard errors are sti I I
evaluating the efficacy of



the intervention, the transition matrix E=@;), which measures the one-

step (here one-wave) transition behavior, is not of primary interest.
Ra.ther, the eventual (or stationary) distribution is of more use. Standard

Markov chain theory says that if such a, stationary distribution exists,
then it may be obtained ." JlL Z.k, He found that for our estimated

matrices in Ta.ble 3.3 the powers stabilized by &=8, so we took the rows of
P8 as the eventua,l distribution. Thus, we obtained estimates of the

eventual distribution for each study area,, with standard errors obtained by

the delta method from the cova,ria,nce na,trices of the estimates in Table

3.3. These are displayed in Table 3.4, along with the initial distribution
estinates from Tables 3.1(a) and 3.2(a).

Table 3.4. Initial a,nd Eventual Distribution Estima,tes

for Long Beach AIDS - Prevention Study ("..ts in paren)

Intervention Area Compa,rison Area

Stage

.oe(.01)

.05( .01 )

.58(.02)

.28(.02)

.32(.04

. 10( .02

.43(.04

. 15( .03

Eventua

Prob.

.24(.o2)

.0e( .02)

.63(.03)

.04(.03)

L

2
3
4

.14(

.74(

.42(

.30(

Note that due to the contractive nature of the map | - E8 for stochastic
ma,trices E, the standard errors of the eventual estimates are acceptably

smal1. Also recall that by Markov theory, the eventual distribution is
independent of the initial distribution, so that a.lthough the initial
distributions differ substantially, the eventual distributions are

nonetheless compa,rable for assessment of the impact of the intervention if
it were to be maintained indefinitely. A standard lJald test of the

equality of these eventual distributions gives a X?s statistic of 67.6

Ini tia]
Prob.

.03)

.03)
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(p = 0), and examination of these distributions indicates that the

intervention area eventually will have about 247, more of the population in
stage 4 than will the comparison a,rea.
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Table 3.1 Data. For fntervention Area

(a) Aggregate Data
Stage Marginal fraction f1;

wave i=1 2

.14.1,4.42.30

.14 .13 .44 .29

. 13 .74 .48 .25

.o7 .o7 .4L .45

. 13 .O7 .55 .25

.16 .07 .53 .24

.03 .03 .7t .23

.12 .04 .58 ,26

(b) Transition Data fron Haphazard Recaptures

t wave 'Lt+1 nl1 nrz n1g nl4 nzl n22 n2s '24 ngl 'g2 233 'g4 n4l n4z n4g n44
palr

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

t=1
2
3
4
o
6
7
8

20 20 61 44
16 15 50 33
16 17 59 31
874348
1375726
L775525
338026
1466931

4
1

2
0
0
0
1

0030000021550025
01100t2110410022
1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 10 1 0 0 1 4
10000000107t0034
3010010000410013
0030001000310052
0000001021920024

1 (1,2) 23
.2 (2,3) 16' 3 (3,4) 27

4 (4,5) 17
5 (5,6) 14- 6 (6,7) 15
7 (7,8) 21

I
-

Pii

I.
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Table 3.2. Data for Conparison Area

(a) Aggregate Data

wave

15
T2
74
18
13
16
17
o

t wave
pair fttt,t n,- &r!-rr 11

l=1
2
3
4
b
6

a

8

47
16
31
25
31
29
37
25

4
0
3
1

L

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

63 23
62 13
65 2t
59 16
OO ID
72 10
77 2l
110 7

.32

.16

.24

.27

.27
,23
.24
.LI

.10

.72

.11

.15

.11

.13

.11

.03

.43 .15

.60 .12

.50 .16

.50 .74

.48 .13

.57 .08

.51 .74

.75 .05

(b) Transition Data from Eaphazard Recaptures

nrz tlg nL4 n2t n2z n2g n24 tgl '12 t33 ng4 n4l n42 n4g n44

Stage Marginal fractior. fr;

74 1111200110500001
164020010031500000
224230211020410020
235020002040810010
20604010002t400011
21 2110011022720011
t79110110021100000

' 1, (1,2)
2 (2,3)

. 3 (3,4)' 4 (4,5)
5 (5,6)
6 (6,7)
7 (7 ,8)

?u .60 .09 .29 .02 .40 .25 .28 .07
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Apoendix

Ue sketch here the proofs

technical report HHE.

of the main theorems. Complete details are given in the c

Proof of Theorem 2.1

Since Yt^, is a vector
- ztl of ratios (see (2.9) ), consider the expanded vector

u!*N , &fi1, "', &T*, D1,,J1t "'t Dn*lT

where &1g; and D1r'; are defined in section 2.5.2. The asymptotic norma,lity of [[, implies

U1,' by the delta method, so we show the former.

Lemma A.1. Under model (2.4) and assumptions (A1)-(A ),

Bk{Vfu - EW.N}LN(q,f , *) ." N+oor

where !fu = :Block diag {nll'L^-r,...,n1/2Lm- t,

ntnt+1/ff and f ,* is some positive definite covariance

matrix of no direct interest.

,^ *'T
= [g 

^^f

)

r/2, U2,gN Lm-1,"'t9Jil t m-I,
m trmes

r /^ r-l
LlZ, r S

9iV !mlr 919=: )-
t=T

Proof of Lemma A.1.

univariate normal. In

The idea is to

this direction,

any Iinear compound

e i'= [0 rn, ...,9.TnJr ,

\TW\, is as)'mpt
-tY

with ? 11g Biven by

show that

recall that

I
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and so

of such

( 1e65)

inear statistics

our assumptions

However, observe

D-*tri- -1I Nt-
,z 

u;Z t,t + LI ltl t,t + | and D1r'; =
I

I
9Nt

,z 
rt;I rtl t,t + t

r-1tt=L

r-Ltl=1

are nonlinear statistics in the indicator" /lt, which apparently require a modified appr

limit distribution theory. Fortunately, the nethod of Hajek (1962, 1968) for approximat

statistics by sums of independent random variables can be extended to these statistics a

the required result.

Ilajek's method begins with the observation that statistics in the sampling indicators

the same distributions as certain rank statistics. Specifically, for each 1<t<r defin

y(0,1) variables ,f)r, ,- 1,...,If and let 4P =,(np1,...,np.n,') denote the vector of ranks of

' ,,(t) ,,(t\_ VVy.'.,YVlf. Then the randon vector

) L;, =,(r{nPr. r,r),-..,r(nplr S "t)) has the same joint distribution as does

L Nt = : (I 1y"',/1r,'1) (conditional on Irr=n1). Further, if (as we

assume)f fy'1,...rf 1y" are independent, and if {Vt:)t are independent across t =1,'..,r, then the

Iir=:(Iht,...,Iil") and f tf =:(I1,,1,...,/1g") have the same distribution, as do h(l.h) and h(I -y)

measurable rnap lr. The implication of this here is that for the limit distribution of Iyft,

assume that the component statistics are defined in terms of Ih rather than !-y (."

currently given).

.lr

D

is a vector of I

statistics under

or Madow (1948).

]Vt

in the randorn sample indicatorr llt. Asyrnptotic n

(A3) are well known; see l{hite (1988), Hajek (1960

that

Nt
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, The next step in Hajek's method is to approxinate the resulting rank statistics in

; independent randon variables. For linear statistics Iike the 01 (with I ir1 replacing 1 
.,y

the above discussion), we ha,ve Hajekts basic lemma, given here as reformulated by Vhite (1

adapted to the present context.

)

Lenna A.2. For each te{l,...,r} and any scalar array {XXnt:l(&<N} satisfying ( as N-co)

) (t) nl/2N *r-0, X Nt=,# f xxrt; and-'&=1

1;;y n!/2s2*r-0, s2Nt=,f1 
*tr(""* ,-X 1s1)2,

we have EQ nt-aj{r)2-0, vhere

ffI vA/J-
, lf a

Remark. Lemma A.2. reduces the limit distribution problem for linear statistic" U Nt to

rr)F a* //+\

> UiVt, which is a Linear combination of the independent ra.ndom variables giV*t=:I(Vli/p<n1lN),

is amenable to the centra,I linit theorem for triangular arrays. The following result, p

IIHE, extends Lemma A.2 to statistics of the form &1g; and D1r,;. Define gNkt=tl(n$f <rt).

)

Lemma A.3. If the a,rrays {Xlfft,l <&<ff},t- 1,...,r each satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Le

and if, for 1St<r-1,

)
N

c - F rr( jv, =. L ^ xrt1 NHP Nb,t +t,k=L

Nt
L=1

xney'(n||I ( n1), ulw= x Nk{(vr?k < n1/N).
.trt

&=1
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N
€,tr =. D.x x r,rgfu rrglv r,, + t,k=L

then as ff+oor

I (a) t(€i,,,1-(lrs)2 *0, 1<t<r-1; and

r-1 r-1
(b) E{t {nr- ! ei',1'-0.

t=L t=l
)

To apply these results to W;f (with ranks substituted) r w€ first need to decomp

component sta.tistics appropriately. IJe have, for t1t1r,

)
| /2,^Ey1= :nr, vwt- EQni =nt Uzf (zrt-Zlq)p rrr=, f tx xtt\ntt, where

l=1 l=1

)r rrrylt='r- 
r/2ert-z-[n); .nd z-t*)=,# f Ztt. Further, for r1i.-m," "I7l '

.

i/ri= ,c#2{& n;- E& n;}

=otnl'ifrt/i " rt;Fyttf xr.r+1- i.lPrt=l l=l t=L

) = nlfiEro*4ir tt;g nue nt,, + 1 -;{ cN},t,,+ lE[fl)}

* nftitrgfittnt,t+ 1E |fl) -'itr,,t

r-r-,L
1=11

N
D
=1

o{2 s;}k in-e[{)tp *,rp *r., + 1

I
I

l"-

I

5
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r-1 N

) + D-A"rnI- {9yp7y1,r+t- E(9ypgy1,r+t)} (caI1 this f 1,,;)' t=L l=l

. r/2+ e.d

) 3n; = , s#21o N. - ED y;l

r-l =(N) n

,e & {,\r9Nu/N,,,+ r-ntnt+rlN}

=,:t .f-r"P,, Fxtf nt,t+r (call this 1?1s;)t=L l=1

where rxfltt-,c#2cN.{s ilt-E|fl)t,.jfl) =,tl r",

and 2d, Nti= ot{%[{)to*r. Sinila.rly, for I ( d ( m,

r-1 lf
=.1. .Dt"Prr gnu|nt,r-p1 (catl this 1f1v';)-. l=1 l=L

)- r-1 Nsa - s --,. + .L-tdttt;.\,{0 yygyt,r + t- E(9 XUgft,r + t)} (call this 261y;)- l=1 l=1

and rd1,,r; -,nt(' Zl{) tc nt.

;-

)

, where rxpr, -,s#2g NlIztt;-zlPl,zty =,#,frru,

The next step is to obtain approximations to Qnt?tt; and 6lfl in terms of the ind

variables giVU. In this direction, we have first that

E llQ ut-€fut ll 
2-0, E ll riNi-1ehr ll 

2*0, B ll rdnr-rtfu; ll 
2*0,
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by Lemma A.2, Lemma. A.3 and Lemna A.3, respectively, where ehr,rifiry anart*Ivri are the same

corresponding "unstarred" quantities, but with gUU replaced by P\VU. Results (A.6)

verifying that each of the arrays

14pp,z&y1; and sXffft sa,tisfies couditions (i) and (ii) of Lenrna A.2. This is done in HHE.

The approxination is completed if we can find suitable approximations for rilg; in (A.3)

in (A.5). Note that Lemrna A.3 does not apply to these quantities. Nevertheless, the f

result holds. (Proof in HHE)

r-1,t
l=1I

'r Lemma A.4. Let

r-1 N
,?fu; = 

' .D.r|Nri.t- {9iyyg*1,11,1 + f E(P*Nu9'ivt,t+ t ) } ,t=L l=1

f+2'Ni-
,{9iyp9'iy1,r 

+ t - s@'iv u7*N t, r + 1)}.

t rhen E llr? n;-z?k;ll2-o and E{r6'1,, ;-2ifu;}2-0.

Results (A.6) and (A.7) inply that, for arbitrary ],

E{LT. livtryh - EWi',-j - xrfr y}2-0, where

wT=taifr,...,airl,(riirl +ri'ivir ,...,(rih-+ ,ik,,Jr,,Ffur+ zi'ivr,...,rf,h- +zili,r*).

The asymptotic nornality of lTfr* follows frorn the central timit theorem for triangular a

independent random va,riables. (See the proof in HHE). Together with (A.8), this proves Lem

tr
sd.nrul

I=
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